UPDATED ACTION LIST AS AT 06 June 2020
The list below represents the actions that are known to be outstanding from previous
General Meetings with a relevant update against each.
These actions will either be closed or carried forward at the next General Meeting.
Ref

Action

Owner

1506/06

All clubs to review the Key Information listed on the SAMSC
website and advise SACC Secretary of any changes required.

All clubs

NOTE: This action will be repeated and carried forward at
each general meeting. Clubs should continue to review the
information provided by them to SAMSC and ensure the
Association Secretary has the correct details especially
following any club AGMs.
1606/01

Working group to look at marshal recruitment and retention

Bruce Lyle

2016 09 update: First meeting held.

Previously:

2016 11 update: There has been no further progress pending
the ongoing work at the MSA. See also action 1611/07

Grahame
Douglas

2017 03 update: There has been no further meeting of this
group. Action C/FWD for update at next meeting.

Before that:

2017 06 update: PJW to pick up to ascertain progress.
2017 09 update: No progress made – C/FWD
2017 11 update: No progress made – C/FWD
2018 03 update: No progress made
2018 06 update: Reformed at March meeting with Grahame
Douglas, Rupert Hine, Keith Cowan. Grahame advised
that he was working towards having a meeting in the
near future.
2018 09 update: It has not yet been possible to arrange this
meeting but it will be done as soon as practical.
2018 11 update: It has still not yet been possible to arrange this
meeting but a brief for it is almost compete and will be
issues to interested parties before the end of this year.
2019 03 update: No progress made - C/FWD
2019 06 update: Bruce Lyle agreed to try to make progress with
this – C/FWD
2019 09 update: Discussions ongoing but no progress to report
2019 11 update: Discussions ongoing but no progress to report
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Colin McLatchie
Mike How

Ref

Action

Owner

1606/01

2020 03 update: Discussions continue but without any specific
actions as yet. The Motorsport UK Marshal’s Advisory
Group met in January (Garry Headridge from SAMSC
present) from which it emerged that Motorsport UK will
shortly be releasing a survey to understand exactly
what encourages people to volunteer. The results of
this survey will help shape some of the work of the
Marshals Advisory Group in ensuring recruitment,
retention, recognition and welfare of marshals is a
paramount in the activities governed by Motorsport UK.
In light of this pending activity, the SAMSC working
group have put any specific Scottish action planning on
hold.

Bruce Lyle

(Continued)

Previously:
Grahame
Douglas
Before that:
Colin McLatchie
Mike How

2020 06 update: The results from the Motorsport UK survey are
still awaited thus any specific SAMSC action remains
on hold.
1806/02

The Calendar Manager asked all clubs to put provisional dates
for 2019 to him as early as possible so that he can identify, and
attempt to resolve, any potential clashes.
2018 09 update: While some dates have been given to
Raymond, there are still significant gaps. Clubs are
asked to provide as many 2019 dates as possible.
2018 11 update: Raymond has received more dates, including
for rally championships, but clubs are asked to get as
many dates to him as soon as possible please.
2019 03 update: Ongoing C/FWD
2019 06 update: Clubs were reminded to get 2020 dates to
Raymond by the end of August
2019 09 update: Limited progress made. Clubs to get dates to
Raymond as soon as possible
2019 11 update: While the 2020 fixture list continues to grow,
there are still a number of events for which dates have
not been advised.
2020 03 update: As at the end of February, some 29 SAMSC
clubs have advised one or more dates. While some
member clubs do not run permitted competitive events,
it would seem likely that there are a number of clubs
who do run events but who have not advised their
dates. Clubs are reminded of Motorsport UK Regulation
D3.1.1 which states that “events at a lesser status than
Interclub must be listed on a Regional Association
fixture list.”
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All Clubs

Ref

Action

1806/02

2020 06 update: The 2020 fixture list is clearly in total disarray
as a result of the Covid19 situation but it remains important that
all clubs have regard to the need to keep the Calendar Manager
informed of their plans. This will be even more important if and
when events resume if an even more congested calendar is to
be avoided and if, as has been announced, Motorsport UK limit
the number of permits being issued.

(Continued)

1811/02

Owner

Chairman to write for clarification of progress on tracking system
and who makes the decision.
2019 03 update: Progress on this has stalled somewhat at
Motorsport UK. Responsibility has now been picked up
by Iain Campbell who has been asked to report back to
clubs through Regional Committee at their May
meeting. - C/FWD
2019 06 update: C/FWD
2019 09 update: Motorsport UK is still keen to introduce a
tracking system but has, as yet, been unable to identify
a one suitable to the geography and terrain used by all
UK rallies at a cost that is acceptable. Ian Campbell is
now leading the work for them and various options are
being evaluated. There is no confirmed date for this
reaching a conclusion. C/FWD
2019 11 update: There is nothing further to report from
Motorsport UK. Tracking systems have been used
successfully on both the Mull & Jim Clark rallies this
year but it remains unclear if this same system would
work away from the public road network.
2020 03 update: Motorsport UK remain committed to introducing
a system for use in all rallies but are equally determined
that this will not become mandatory until a fully effective
version is available at a realistic cost. To this end,
various systems continue to be trialled on a wide range
of events. There seems little point in continuing with
this as a specific SAMSC action item and the
recommendation is that it be marked as closed at this
meeting.
2020 06 update: Due to the March meeting being cancelled at
short notice the recommendation to close this action
was not recorded but this remains the suggestion.
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Peter Weall

